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CALENDAR 1975 - 1977

1976 -1977
(Tentative)

1975 - 1976

FALL SEMESTER

Final Registration Date
Classes Begin
Thanksgiving Holiday Begins
Classes Resume
Fal l Semester Ends

September
September
November
December
December

5
8

26
1
20

September
September
November
November
December

3
7

25
29
20

SPRING SEMESTER
1777

Final Registration Date
Classes Begin
Spring Vacation Begins
Classes Resume
Spring Semester Ends
Commencement

January
January
March
April
May
May

23
26
27
5
15
22

January
January
March
Apri l
May
May

21
24
26
4
14
21

11
14
3

June
June
August
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SUMMER SESSION

Final Registration Date
Classes Begin
Summer Session Ends

2

June
June
August

13
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To all considering Rollins College:
Do not choose this College if you are timid or weak. As a quali ty institution of higher
education, we demand that you give at all times maximum effort in all you do or undertake. We are seekers - seeking men and women who dignify the human mind, who believe
in integrity of accomplishment, who possess innovative competence, and who believe in
diversity within order.
Here you will find a deep and continuing co11cern for the quality of li fe, for values
and traditions, and for that student who can operate effectively and maturely with in a
framework of responsibility and accountability. Within our College and its programs,
you will find creative perspective, a breadth of knowledge, and the ability to seek out
what is wrong in our society. Through a diligent application of your talents, you will
find the ways in which our society may be improved and changed.
Rollins is a y oung institution - young in thought, action, and purpose, but old in
its traditions of independence and service to the community and nation. Founded in
7885, it has cherished, nurtured, and enhanced this quality of aggressive independence.
It expects no Jess from its students, its faculty , and its alumni.
If you seek adventure, if you seek a life with high purpose, if you are strong in your
interest in man's environment and the ways man's quality of accomplishment can be
improved, then Rollins College is for you.
No, we do not seek nor do we admit the timid or the weak.
Sincerely yours,

jack B. Critchfield
President

\

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Rollins College School of Continuing Education (SCE), formerly the Central Florida School for
Continuing Studies (CFSCS), is a Division of Rollins
College which provides undergraduate college
courses for qualified individuals during the late
afternoon and evening hours. The program is
conducted on the main campus in Winter Park and
offers courses which enable the student to earn the
Assoc iate of Arts, Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of
Science or Bachelor of General Studies Degree.
Rollins College is a liberal arts college. The
selection of courses, therefore, is subject to certain
distribution requirements in the areas of English,
Humanities, Socia l Sciences, and Mathematics
and/ or Science. In add ition to these basic
distribution requirements, the Bachelors Degree
candidate must have 30-39 semester hours in one
of six fields of concentration (exception Preparation for Teaching): (1) Business Administration and Econom ics, (2) Criminal Justice, (3)
Humanities, (4) Mathematics and/or Science, (5)
Preparation for Teaching, or (6) Social Sciences.
Additional fields of concentration are presently in
the p lanning stages .
Advanced standing credits toward the degree
are granted for previous educational experience of
col lege level. Courses completed with a grade of C
or better at accredited colleges and universities
are acceptable if they contribute to the student's
proposed degree program. Individuals may accrue
cred its from the College-Level Examination Program, USAF! or DANTES courses, and some
mil itary and civilian specialty schools . Active duty
mil itary personnel or individuals who have served
at least 6 years of honorable military active duty,
may request 6 semester hours of elective credit for
their military experience. Regardless of the
number of credits granted for previous educational
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experience, the last 15 semester hours of the
Associate Degree and the last 30 semester hours
for the Bachelors degree must be taken in
residence .
Interested individuals who meet academic and
professional prerequisites may take courses for
professional or personal advancement without
becoming degree candidates.
An Application for Admission should be
submitted at least one month prior to the
beginning of any term. Tentative evaluation of
advanced standing credits toward the degree
usually will be made after a student has filed an
App lication for Admission and has provided the
necessay transcripts . An official evaluation is
made after the student has completed at least 6
semester hours in the SCE program.
All Degree programs are fully qualified for
benefits under the Veterans Administration and
the Law Enforcement Education Program. Rollins
Col lege has been designated a Servicemen's
Opportunity College .
Rollins Co llege, having been properly recommended, evaluated and approved, is an institutional member of the Association for Continuing
Higher Education.

FUTURE
The Rollins College School of Continuing Education intends to maintain its historical perspective
as it adds new programs and revises existing ones.
The new families of courses and new fields of
concentration will be responsive to the long-range
as well as the immediate needs of the Central
Florida community. Both society and education
are in ferment. The SCE accepts the responsibility

of ascertai nin g that the new directions and new
courses w hi c h emerge in this School are hi ghly
pertinent to societal problems and directly re lated
to their so luti ons.
Address inquiries to:

3) A student who is currently a candidate for a
degree elsewhere is not req uired to submit a
transcrip t. A letter of good standing, in
eluding permission to take courses for credit,
signed by a col lege official, is acceptable;
or,

Director SCE
Box 2725 - Rollin s Coll ege
Winter Park, Florida 32789
Tel. (305) 646-2232

4) A student who has a bachelor's degree from

ADMISSION INFORMATION

The above documents become part of the
student's permanent record at Rol lins Coll ege and
w ill not be returned .

Courses for cred it in the School of Continuing
Education are open to qualified individuals who
are hi gh sc hoo l graduates or have high sc hool
equ ivalency certificates .
Persons planning to enter the SCE program
should comp lete and return an App li cation for
Admi ss ion form with the $15.00 app li cation fee at
leas t one month before the term begins. The
Application for Admission and the establ is hment
of eligibility to take courses for credit should
precede the registration for courses.
There are various method s of establishing
ad mi ss ion eli gibility depending on the student's
educational background or purpose in taking the
course(s):
1) A student who has never attended co ll ege
must submit an official high schoo l transcript
or a copy of hi s hi gh schoo l equivalency
ce rtificate;
2) A student who has previously attended one
or more colleges mu st submit an official
transcript from the last schoo l attended;

an accred ited co llege may take courses for
cred it. A statement of graduation signed by
an officer of the col lege, a photostatic copy
of hi s diploma, or a copy of a valid Rank 3 or
hi gher teacher's ce rtifi cate is acceptable.

REGISTRATION
New students shou ld register in person at the Park
Avenu~ Building, 428 Park Avenue South, Winter
Park, Florida, prior to the final registration dates
shown on the ca lendar. The courses offered during
a given term are usually se lected from the Course
Offerin gs described in this Bull etin; however,
other courses are frequently added. Course
sc hedu les for each term are available approximately one month before registration .
ADVANCED STAND ING CREDIT

'--

\

Students may obtain an official evaluat\on of their
cred its toward a specific degree after \they have
compl eted 6 semester hours in the SCE, provid ed
official transcripts of all their previous educational
experiences at co llege level are on file. Any or all
of the following documents may be included :
1) Offici al tra nscripts from all colleges and
spec ial ty sc hools to certify credits earned in
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residence,
extension;

by

correspondence,

or

by

2) Form DD214 or 295 to verify active military
service and attendance at service schools;
and,
3) Official tran;cripts from the DANTES Contractor Reqresentative, 2318 South Park
Street, Ma~son, Wisconsin 53713 to certify
credits for College-Level Examination Program, DANTES )and USAFI courses.

Transfer credit from accredited colleges is
granted only for courses which contribute to the
student's degree program and in which a grade of
C or better was earned . This means that some
courses in agriculture, home economics, industrial
technology, secretarial studies, and other vocational fields may be disallowed. The number of
credits by extension and/or correspondence is
limited to 30 semester hours.

A combined maximum of 48 semester hours may
be allowed for educational experiences during
active military service from the following sources:
1) Six semester hours for active duty personnel
or individuals who have served at least 6
years of honorable military active duty;
2) A maximum of 6 semester .hours in each of
the five general examinations of the CollegeLevel Examination Program;
3) Credit for CLEP subject examinations;
4) USAF! and DANTES courses which contribute to the student's degree program; and,
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5) Service school courses for which college
credits are recommended by the American
Council on Education.
COLLEGE-LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM
The five general examinations of the CollegeLevel Examination Program (CLEP) are: English
Composition, Natural Sciences (Biological and
Physical), Mathematics, Humanities (Fine Arts and
Literature), and Social Sciences and History.
Although the SCE does not administer the CLEP
general examinations, it accepts for transfer
purposes test scores attained at authorized testing
centers after a student has applied for admission
and established eligibility for the degree program .
Military personnel may take these tests through
the Education Office of a military installation.
A part of all the potential 6 semester hours of
credit in any general examination may be
disallowed because of credit granted for courses
taken before or after the examination. The
duplication is easily recognized in English Composition, College Mathematics, Humanities, and
survey courses which are given in many colleges.
In other instances, credit for certain subjects may
duplicate part of the test, but credit is allowed for
the other part, for example: Biological Sciences
(botany and zoology), or Physical Sciences
(chemistry, physics, earth sciences, astronomy);
Fine Arts (music and art), or Literature (introduction to or types of literature); Social Sciences
(psychology, sociology, economics, government),
or History (history of civilization, world history).
Credit for CLEP subject examinations will be
allowed if a student obtains at least the score
shown in the "C" column, page 18 of the booklet
entitled What Your Scores Mean published by the
CEEB, 1974.

PROCEDURES
TUITION AND FEES
Application for Admission Fee.
. ...... $15.00
This fee is payable at the time of application for
admission to take courses for credit Application
Fee is Non-Refundable.
Tuition ................ $30.00 per semester hour
Tuition is payable in full at the time of
reg istration. Audit students (noncredit) pay the
same tuition fee but not the admission fee.
Graduation Fee.
. ............... $10.00
(The above tuition and fees are established by
the Board of Trustees and are subject to
c hange .)

of the receipt of the letter wi ll be used . Only
official withdrawa ls received wi ll be considered.
No refunds will be granted for non-credit courses
after classes beg in .
GRAD ING SYSTE:M
The student's work in a comp leted course is
eva luated and recorded by letters w ith point
equiva lents as follows:

Grade

A
AB+
B
BC+

Quality Points

Grade
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C
CD+
D
D-
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F

12
11
10
9

Quality Points
6
5
4
3
2
0

REFUNDS
Tuition refunds will be granted as follows:
1) 100 per cent up to and including the final
registration date;
2) 75 per cent from the final registration date
through the second week of classes (first
week in the Summer Session);
3) 50 per cent from the third through the fifth
week of classes (second week in the.Summer
Sess ion); and,
4) No refund after the fifth week of c lasses
(second week in the Summer Session) .
Refunds will be based on the official date of
w ithdrawal. In the case of withdrawa l by mail, the
postmark on the envelope will be applied. If the
letter is delivered to the office personal ly, the date

The grade " I" is assigned temporarily if the work
is incomplete at the end of the course due to
c ircum sta nces beyond the contro l of the student
The in structor is the final authority in determ inin g
if an " I" should be assigned. The student has the
responsib ili ty to make arrangements with the
instructor to comp lete the work within 60 days;
otherwise, the grade wil l automatica ll y be
recorded as F.
A student may withdraw from a regular cred it
course without academic penalty, up to and
in c luding the tenth c lass meeting. If a student
withdraws from a regular credit course, after the
tenth class meeting, he risks receiving a failing
grade in the course. The responsibility for
withdrawal rests with the student The withdrawal
should be in writing and delivered to the School of
Continuing Education Administrative Office. Exceptions must be approved by the Dean of
Continuin g Education.
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TRANSCRIPTS
All transcript requests must be made in writing to
the SCE Office. Before an official transcript may be
issued, eligibi lity to take courses for credit must
have been established. Every student is entitled to
one official transcript of his academic record at
Ro llins College at no charge. A nominal fee is
charged for each additional transcript.

ACADEMIC PROBATION AND DISMISSAL

Students falling w ithin the following categories
will be placed on academic probation:
1) Students who receive a grade below C- in
two or more courses in any term.
2) Second, third and fourth year students whose
cumulative average falls below 6.0.
Students belonging to any one of the following
groups wi ll be dismissed from the Co llege:
1) A cumulative average of less than 5.0 at the
end of 30 semester hours, a 5.5 after 60
semester hours, and 6.0 after 90 semester
hours.

If the student believes there are extenuating
circumstances which justify an appeal of academic probation or dismissal, such appeal must be
made in writing by the student to the Director of
the School of Continuing Education.
OPERATION BOOTSTRAP
Military personnel who are authorized full-time
study under Operation Bootstrap may earn 15
semester hours of credit in the Fall and Spring
semesters and 6 semester hours of credit during
the Summer Session. A student who desires a
heavier academic load must obtain approval from
the Director.
COUNSELING FOR SENIORS
Students who have accumulated a total of 90
semester hours shou ld request a review of their
records in order to p lan the remaining courses to
fulfill al l requirements for the Bachelors degree .

DEGREE CONVERSION
Holders of the Bachelor of General Studies degree
from the School of Continuing Education (formerly
the Central Florida School for Continuing Stud ies)
may convert their BGS degree to either the BA or
BS degree. For deta ils contact the SCE office.

2) Failing two or more courses in any one term .
VETERANS AFFAIRS
3) Failing one course in any term while making
less than a 5.0 average in other courses
(except First Term Freshmen) .
4) Failure to be removed from probationary
status after a single term on academic
probation.
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The Office of Veterans Affairs is located in the
lower leve l of the East wing of the Park Avenue
Building . The purpose of this office is primarily to
assist military veterans in obtaining their educational benefits. Telephone calls are received on a
24 hour per day basis. Telephone (305) 646-2172.

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
DEGREE PROGRAM

BASIC DISTRIBUTION COURSES

In the Fall of 1974 the Rollins College School of
Continuing Education began offering the 2 year
Associate of Arts Degree program .
FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION (Majors)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Humanities

Business Administration and Economics
Humanities
Mathematics and/or Science
Criminal Justice
Social Sciences
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
for the
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE

SUBJECT AREA
English Composition & Literature
Humanities
Mathematics and/ or Science
Social Sciences
Field of Concentration
Electives
TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS REQUIRED

For purposes of clarification, the types of courses
included in the Humanities, Mathematics and/or
Science, and Social Sciences basic distribution
areas, are:

SEMESTER
HOURS
6
6
9
6
18

TI.
60

At least 15 semester hours must be taken in
residence. A cumulative average of C (6.00) for all
courses taken at Rollins College, is required for
graduation.
When a student has satisfied all requirements
for the Associate of Arts Degree, he submits a
completed application for graduation to the
Director of the School of Continuing Education
along with a $10.00 degree application fee. Rollins
College, through the · School of Continuing
Education, will award the Associate of Arts Degree
to the student There is no formal commencement.
All credit earned in the Associate of Arts Degree
Program may be applied toward a Rollins College
School of Continuing Education Bachelors degree.

Art (History and Principles)
Humanities
Language & Culture
Literature
Music (History and Theory)
*Philosophy
Religion
Speech
Theatre Arts

Mathematics and/or Science
Astronomy
Biology
Chemistry
Geography (Physical and Conservation)
Geology
Mathematics (excluding Business Math)
Physics

Social Sciences
Anthropology
Economics
Geography (Economic and Political)
History
*Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
*Philosophy may be counted as either a
Humanities or Social Science course, but not as
both.
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THREE
BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE

Students have the option of pursuing one of three
baccalaureate programs . The degrees available
are:
Bachelor of Arts; Bachelor of Science; and
Bachelor of General Studies.

Fields of Concentration (majors) available in each
of the three degree programs are:

1)
2)
· 3)
4)
5)
6)

Business Administration and Economics
Criminal Justice
Humanities
Mathematics and/or Science
Preparation for Teaching
Social Sciences

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
for the
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE

SUBJECT AREA
English Composition & Literature
Foreign Language
Humanities
Mathematics and/or Science
Social Sciences
Field of Concentration
Electives
TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS REQUIRED

SEMESTER
HOURS
6
6*

12
12
12
39**
33
120

At least 48 semester hours must be in upper level
courses (300-400). At least 18 semester hours in the
Field of Concentration must be upper level.

Some Basic Distribution requirements, as well as
some Field of Concentration requirements, are
different for each degree. However, the total
semester hours needed for all bachelor degrees is
120 semester hours.

The last 30 of the 120 semester hours must be
taken in residence. At least 6 of these 30 semester
hours must be in upper level courses in the Field of
Concentration. A cumulative average of C (6.00)
for all courses taken in the SCE, is required for
graduation .
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*Language requirements may be satisfied by
examination.

**Exception - See Preparation for Teaching
concentration.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
for the
BACHELOR of SCIENCE DEGREE

SUBJECT AREA
English Composition & Literature
Humanities
Mathematics
Science
Social Sciences
Field of Concentration
Electives
TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS REQUIRED

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
for the
BACHELOR OF GENERAL
STUDIES DEGREE

SEMESTER
HOURS
6
12
6
12*
12
39**

..11

SEMESTER
HOURS

SUBJECT AREA
English Composition & Literature
Humanities
Mathematics and/or Science
Social Sciences
Field of Concentration
Electives

6
12
12
12
30*
48

120
TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS REQUIRED

At least 48 semester hours must be upper level
courses (300-400). At least 18 semester hours in the
Field of Concentration must_be upper level.

120

At least 48 semester hours must be in upper level
courses (300-400) . At least 15 semester hours in the
Field of Concentration must be upper level.

*Six semester hours must be in Laboratory
Science. When the Field of Concentration is
Mathematics and/or Science, the 6 semester hours
of Laboratory Science may also be counted toward
satisfying the Field of Concentration requirement.
Thus, the student with the Mathematics and/or
Science concentration will have 39 semester hours
of electives rather than 33.
**Exception - See Preparation for Teaching
concentration.

*Exception - See
concentration.

Preparation

for Teaching
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FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION

to meet the requirements of the State
Department of Education.

Listed below are the fields of concentration
(majors) available. A minimum of 30 to 39
semester hours is required, depending upon the
type of degree desired . (Exception - Preparation for
Teaching) .

6) Sociai Sciences
Courses should be selected from the Social
Sciences basic distribution area.

1) Business Administration and Economics
COURSE OFFERINGS
2) Criminal Justice
Some related political science, sociology,
psychology, and business courses may be
counted toward satisfying the Cr1minal
Justice concentration requirements.
3) Humanities
Courses should be selected from
Humanities basic distribution area.

the

4) Mathematics and/or Science
Courses should be selected from the
Mathematics and/or Science basic distribution area.
5) Preparation for Teaching
Professional education courses (21 semester hours including practice teaching)
plus the required courses listed under the
selected high school subject according to
the Florida Requirements for Teacher
Certification bulletin, or elementary specialization courses for elementary teaching (21 semester hours) .
Students who wish to obtain a Rank 3
Teacher's Certificate with the bachelor's
degree should request counseling before
90 semester hours are completed, in order
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The courses to be offered during a given term of
the Rollins College School of Continuing Education are for the most part selected from the courses
listed in this section of the Bulletin . However,
other courses may be added which do not appear
in the Bulletin. It is, therefore, necessary before
each registration to obtain a course schedule for
that particular term.
The courses are numbered 100 and 200 for lower
level; 300 and 400 for upper level undergraduate
courses . The number (3) or (6) following the title of
the course denotes the number of semester hours
of credit.
It is always the student's responsibility to inquire
if a course he wishes to take duplicates credit
previously earned. In case of duplication, the
student may lose all or part of the credit previously
granted .
ART
A 101G, 102G Introduction to Art History [3][3]
A survey of architecture, sculpture, and painting of
Western Civilizations, ancient through modern.
Changes in form, content and style in major works
for these periods .

,.;,

A 110G Art Appreciation [3]
A guide to the understanding of architecture,
sculpture, painting, etc.: includes a number of
approaches to art (physical, intellectual, religious,
symbolic, historical); characterizes the different
techniques or media in art; evaluates the meaning
of art of the past and its value today; and, includes
exhibitions and demonstrations.
A 131 G, 132G Principles of Art [3][3]
A comprehensive studio course which introduces
the beginning student to the elements of drawing,
composition, and color relations. Drawing from
still life, landscapes, and figures is followed by
exercises in which shape, pattern, line, and texture
are stressed.
A 220G History of Nineteenth Century Art [3]
A study of 19th Century painting in France,
England, Germany, Spain and the United States.
Goya to Van Gogh, includes Monet, Renoir,
Degas, Whistler and others. Accumulation of
Renaissance ideals and the beginnings of modern
art.
A 261G, 262G Sculpture [3][3]
The fundamentals of three-dimensional design,
employing several sculptural methods and
materials.
A 295G Printmaking [3]
Introduces the student to printmaking (intaglio
printing) which includes etching, engraving and
color intaglio processes.
·

.

A 298G[DIS] Weaving, Macrame & Creative Fibers
[3]
Credit or Non credit. Beginning students will
design and weave a wall hanging on a basic frame

loom, employing primitive and contemporary
tapestry techniques . Macrame knotting will be
structured into functional or non-functional forms.
Other fiber arts include wrapping, fiber insertions,
basketry, carding, spinning, and dyeing. Advanced
students may repeat the course for additional
~red it.

A 322G American Art [3]
A study of the architecture, sculpture, and
painting in America from the founding of the
Colonies to the present time .
A 325G Mexican Art History [3]
A study of Mexican art from its Pre-Columbian
origins to the present. Particular emphasis is given
to an analysis of contemporary Mexican mural and
easel painting, sculpture, architecture, and graphic
art within the context of the Mexican Social
Revolution.
A 341G Watercolor [3]
Studies in the handling of transparent watercolor,
treating still life, landscape, and the figure.
A 343G The Human Figure [3]
Studies from live models in drawing and painting
the human figure, with emphasis on drawing and
different approaches to the figure. Study of master
drawings will be included.
BIOLOGY

IC 387G Environmental Law [3]
A study of theory, case law, and statutory law
relative to environmental problems with a view
toward current and future environmental problems
and the legal machinery at hand, proposed, and
needed to solve these problems. (Science or social
science .)
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IC 388G Environmental Case Studies [incl. lab ] [3]
Us in g a case stu dy app roac h, in terd isc ip lin ary
cases wi ll be studi ed and prepa red fo r se lected
env iro nm ental prob lem · areas . Em p has is is p laced
up o n w ell d oc um ented situ ati o ns suc h as th e
M iami Jet po rt, t he c ross-F lorid a barge ca nal,
po llu ti o n of Lake Eri e, and others. Several pro jects
w ill be analyzed fo r co m pa rati ve purposes
(Sc ience o r soc ial sc ience ).
IC 488G Environmental Planning in Central
Florida [3]
In t hi s course t he stud ent w ill stu dy abo ut t he
practica l urban and env iro nm enta l pl annin g
un derway in Ce ntral Fl o rid a. Top ics of di sc uss io n
w ill in c lu de t he lega l, po li t ica l, soc ial and phys ica l
aspects of p lannin g in ge nera l, and of Ce nt ral
Flo ri da in pa rt icul ar (Sc ience o r soc ial sc ience).

in c lu d in g p hys ica l, deve lop m enta l, p hysio log ica l,
and hered itary determ in ants. Env iro nm enta l and
exper ime nta l m odif ications of be hav ior w i!I be
consid ered . Spec ial to pi cs in c lud e th e study of
soc ial behavi or, in stinct, condi t ionin g experi m ents, me m o ry , and t he effects of dru gs o n
be hav io r.

B 216G Human Ecology [includes Lab ] [3]
A n in trodu c ti o n t o t he dyn ami cs of m an in
ecosyste ms, t rac in g t he inter-relatio nships of a
m an and hi s env iro nm ent fr om prehi sto ry thro ugh
t he prese nt. Em p has is w ill be p laced upo n t he
factors respo nsib le for prese nt environm ental
prob lem s, the diffi culti es inh erent in po lluti o n
contro l, co nse rvatio n of resources, radi ation
eco logy, and hum an eco logy in t he f ut ure.

B 101G General Biology [includes Lab ] [3]
An in trodu ctory course w hi c h d ea ls with the
orig in, hi story, p hys ica l c haracteristics, habi ts, etc.
of p lants and anim als.

B 316G Ecology [includes Lab ] [3]
Emph as is o n th e prin c ip les of orga ni sm s in relation
to t heir env iro nm ent, and t he app li cati o n of t hese
prin ciples toward un dersta ndin g t he env ironmenta l impacts of hum ans in va ri ous ecosystem s
and optio ns rega rd in g th eir manage ment.

B 107G General Botan y [incl udes Lab ] [3]
Des igned to teac h t he prin c ip les of botany by
stud y in g representative exampl es fro m t he wo rl d
of sp ices, vegetab les, gard en fl owe rs, weeds, and
other groups of p lants famili ar to t he lay m an .
At tentio n w ill be give n to t he eco no mi c as pects of
bo tany an d t he med ic inal uses of p lants and p lant
prod uc ts.

B 328G Microbiology [includes Lab ] [3]
Lectures and laborato ry in mi crob ial taxo no my,
structu re, growth, nu tr it io n, m etabo li sm , and
genetics. Emph as is o n f undam enta l bioc hemi ca l
and b iophys ica l prin c ipl es.

B 110G Concepts of Biology [3]
A course in t he prin c ip les of Bio logy, stress in g the
relationshi ps am o ng organi sm s in c ludin g m an .

B 352G Economic Biology [3 ]
The or igin s of domesticated p lants and anim als;
t he eco nom ics of food, shelte r, and c lothin g; th e
di secono mi es of d isease and spo il age; th e qu es t
for bi o log ica l reso urces t hro ug ho ut hi st o ry.

B 191G Psychobiology [includes Lab ] [3]
A n in trod uctio n to t he b io log ica l bases of behav ior

B 371G Introduction to Human Medicine [3]
In fo rmal lectu re cou rse em brac in g t he funda-
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mentals of human anatomy, physiology, and
therapeutics with some emphasis on current
research and diagnosis.

B 408G Genetics [includes Lab] [3]
This course deals with the laws of variation and
heredity.
B 462G Evolution [includes Lab] [3]
The resul ts of organic evolution as seen in the
fossil record and in the diversity of living
organisms are understood in terms of geological
processes and biological mechanisms. The origin
of man and his evolutionary roles are given special
attention.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BA 201G Mathematics for Business Analysis [3]
A basic course on the mathematical concepts
supporting the functional business fields of
marketing, wages and taxes, interest, investments,
statistics, and data processing. Realistic problems
are used .
BA 204G, 205G Principles of Accounting I & 11

[3] [3]

.

Principles of accounting as applied to business
enterprises, including analysis of transactions,
making all types of original entry, posting,
adjusting, summarizing, and the interpretation of
statements .

BA 208G Introduction to Statistical Methods [3]
An introduction to the collection and presentation
of statistical data. A study of the frequency
distribution and its measurements. Analysis of the
time series. A look at index number theory and
correlation theory.

BA 209G Introduction to Business Management
[3]
The basic principles and concepts of management
techniques . The course provides a knowledge of
and insight into the fundamental percepts in the
development of all admini strative and management systems "and procedures .
BA 211G Basic Financial Management [3]
A comparative presentation of basic concepts of
modern financial management with emphasis on:
1. impact of the new technologies on the profit
system ; 2. the true function of finance; 3. the
relationships between the organization chart, data
analysis, visual control systems, and company and
personal goals; 4. the management report as a tool
for decision making; and, 5. case studies and
student experiences .
BA 301G Applied Statistics for Business [3]
The sources and uses of statistics and the
application of statistical methods to industry,
finance, and marketing through management case
presentation and practical readings .

BA 304G Production Management [3]
A study of the productive processes. Topics
include: plant location and layout, material flow,
storage, standardization through quantity and
quality control, basic time and motion methods,
the development, diversification, and obsolescence of productive capacity, and the relation of
the production function to other management
areas.
BA 307G Business Finance [3]
Financial problems of business firms. A survey of
information and control; capitalization; long-term
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and short-term sources of funds;
combinations, and reorganization .

expansions,

BA 308G Fundamentals of Investments [3)
Investment problems from the investor's viewpoint. The securities market and its regulation .
Evaluation of forecasting methods . Analysis of
securities.
BA 309G Estate Planning [3]
A practical study concerning wills, laws of
intestacy, federal estate tax, life insurance
planning, the marital deduction, jointly held
property, gift tax, charitable deductions, revocable
and irrevocable trusts. Actual estate planning
techniques will be emphasized thus enabling
students to plan their personal estates.
BA 311G Principles of Marketing [3)
Principles and methods of marketing, and analysis
of the market structure. Movement of goods from
producer to consumer, including market functions
and institutions, channels of distribution, policies,
cost, problem of creating demand, wholesaling,
retailing, market
forecasting,
and
market
researching.
BA 312G, 313G Intermediate Accounting I & II [3]

statements from incomplete records, errors and
their corrections, finan cial statement analysis,
funds flow and cash flow reporting, and financial
statements adjustments. Prerequisite: BA 205G.

BA 314G Managerial Accounting [3)
A study of the principles underlying the basic
concepts of accounting, and the measurement of
income, expenses, and valuation of assets.
Accounting as a tool of management. Analysis and
interpretation of financial reports from the viewpoint of management and investors . Prerequisite:
BA 205G.
.
BA 320G Business Communications [3]
The principles and techniques of written communication in business with emphasis on: communication as a process, language usage, purpose,
organization, and content as applied to business
letters and reports.
BA 321G Public Relations in Business [3]
Public relations techniques applied to business,
public information releases, how to sell the public
via news media . Emphasis on broad aspects
involving policy formulation, social and economic
impact, and the fundamentals of the public
relations processes.

[3]
Financial statements, the accounting process, cash
and temporary investments, receivables, cost
procedures and special valuation procedures for
inventories, current liabilities, investments in
stocks, bonds, and miscellaneous items, and the
acquisition, use, and retirement of plant and
equipment. Depreciation, depletion and revaluation of plant and equipment, intangibles, longterm liabilities, paid-in capital, retained earnings,
appropriations and retained earnings statement,
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BA 322G, 323G Business Law I & II [3] [3)
Basic principles of law, relating to contracts,
agency, partnerships, corporations, personal and
real property, decedent's estates, sales, negotiable
instruments, security for credit transactions, and
bankruptcy.
BA 325G Personnel Management [3]
Selection and training of employees; job analysis;
work standards and labor productivity; merit

rating and promotion procedures; wage determination; handling of employee grievances; worker
morale; health and pension plans.

BA 326G Motivation & Salesmanship [3]
In-depth study as well as practical principles in
motivation, building self-confidence, and salesmanship, with emphasis on motivation and selling
based on student needs. Lectures, guest presentations, and discussions by working professionals.
BA 327G Marketing Management [3]
An integrated approach to marketing management
which -explains the "why" and "how" of making
decisions in the areas of price, product, distribution, and promotion.
BA 328G Marketing Analysis for Decision Making
[3]
Managerial decision making within the marketing
framework; techniques of research and information analysis about the consumer, the marketing
environment, and market transactions; developing
effective marketing programs for organizations'
products or services.
BA 330G Management Improvement [3]
A survey of new ideas and philosophies in
management and their application to improving
the manager's performance; directed toward
helping present and future supervisors and
managers gain insight into human relations and
the planning, organizing, leading, and control ling
functions.
BA 335G, 337G Federal Taxation I & II [3] [3]
A study of federal taxes: income, estate, gift, social
security, and excise taxes. Emphasis in first part on
income taxes; second part on estate, gift, and

excise taxes. Prerequisite:
recommended.

BA 205G. BA 313G

BA 336G Cost Accounting [3]
A study of cost systems: job costs, process costs,
etc. The nature and purpose of cost accounting in
relation to management, budgets, standard costs,
preparation and analysis of cost reports. Prerequisite: BA 205G.
BA 340G Computer Capabilities Survey [3]
The aims are: 1) to recognize the potential and
limitation s of computer systems, 2) to be able to
find applications and employ the computer, 3) to
evaluate and control the computer installation 's
performance. System analysis and eva lu ation and
the selection of computers for various applications
are discussed, as are new trends and appli cations
for business.
BA 341G Systems Analysis, a Computer Approach

[3]
Introducing the fundamentals of management
science employing the computer as an ana lysis
tool. The IBM 1620 will be used and FORTRAN
programming will be covered. The topics of
systems and models, simulation, probability,
queuing, and management planning models will
be discussed. Prerequisite: M 131G.

BA 342G Operation and Management of the
Computer Installation [3]
Eva lu ating, se lecting and installing a proposed
computer system. A study of the standards used in
the management of the data processing function,
including managing the programming, running of
applications, operating systems, and computer
maintenance .
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. BA 351G Management Information Systems [3]
Principles and practices in administrative work;
use of computers and electronic operating
machines to process data; data co!!ation and
processing information concerning facilities,
activities, and contributions of the office. Prerequisite: at least one year of BA courses .
BA 355G Logistics Management [3]
Logistics problems of the firm presented from the
business managerial viewpoint. An integrated
study of all functional areas of distribution .
Transportation, inventory, warehousing, unitization , and communications are considered from a
systems perspective . Emphasis is placed upon
system design and administration .
BA 361G Real Estate Principles & Practices [3]
The nature, character, and importance of land, the
real estate business, kinds of property, contracts,
deeds, the mortgage market, property valuation,
and city planning and zoning . (Successful com pletion enables individual to apply for the Florida
Real Estate Commission salesman's license .)
BA 375G Management and the Consumerism
Impact [3]
The consumerism phenomenon and its effect on
business and management. Protection of the
individual business from faulty product selection,
design, quality, production, servicing, advertising
and warranting . The business-consumer-government triangle and its intra-relationships .
BA 381G, 382G Group Dynamics I & II [3][3]
Designed to develop an understanding of the
human interactions which occur in groups ;
behavioral concepts and patterns of cliques, social
unions, and informal organizational arrangements
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are explored; how and why such groups operate in
business organizations ; building and refining skills
in the art of helping others .

BA 403G, 404G Advanced Accounting I & II [3][3]
Accounting principles and practices found in
special forms of organizations, both profit and
non-profit. Includes partnerships, consignments,
home office/branch office, business combinations, consolidated statements, foreign branches
and subsidiaries, fiduciaries, and governmental
units. Prerequisite : BA 313G .
BA 409G Business Management [3]
Methods and principles of the business world
presented from the viewpoint of the businessman
at work; emphasis on the continuity and unity of
the problems of the business manager. Useful to
both men and women who contemplate working
in the field of executive management. Prerequisite : senior-level status in Business Management, or equivalent managerial experience.
BA 421G Research and Development Management [3]
A study of the problems of evaluating industrial
and government research and development for
management purposes; techniques for planning,
administering, and controlling research programs
conducted by private business, foundations,
universities, and government through systems
analysis . Prerequisite: senior-level status in Business Management, or equivalent managerial
experi ence.
BA 422G Management-Labor Relations [3]
Survey of management-labor relations history and
current developments, examination of methods
and legal aspects of collective bargaining and

contract negotiation, d isucssion of grievance
proced ure and mediation of other labor disputes.

BA 423G Field Studies in Management [3]
Stud ents and instructor will visit severa l representative types of businesses and be briefed by
appropr iate managerial personnel while o n these
visits. Subseq uent c lass discussions will pertain, in
part, to observations m ade on field trips.
BA 425 G Field Studies in Sales Management [3]
Students and in structor wi ll visit rep resentative
types of businesses and be briefed by appropriate
sa les management personnel. Subseq uent c lass
discussions will pertain to observations made on
fi eld trips. Prerequisite: Senior status in BA or sa les
background.
BA 426G Advertising [3]
A survey course describing adve rt isin g within the
context of hi story, psychological behavior, marketing principles, economi cs, governm ent regu lations, c reative co mmuni catio n, p hilosop hi ca l
viewpoints , business organ izations, communi cat ions researc h and soc ial effects.
BA 427G Practical Advertising [3]
The writing and preparation of advertising copy,
alon g w ith releva nt production processes. Course
m ater ial in c lud es eleme nts of advertisi ng design,
strategy of adve rt isin g, steps in w ritin g copy, the
creative process, and broadcast advertisin g.

t

BA 431G, 432G Executive Devetopment I & II
[3][3]
Results-o ri ented courses for those interested in
improv in g t heir problem -so lvin g, decision-making,
and managing sk ill s. I: A systematic approach to
these areas is comb in ed with t he opportunity to

work on case exerc ises and stud ents' ow n business
and personal co ncerns. 11 : Applying new principles
in creative thinking and interpersona l com muni catio n to problem so lvin g and decision making in
students' professional, personal, and commu nity
areas of present invo lveme nt.

BA 461G New Enterprises [3]
A sem in ar on new enterpr ises and sma ll business
m anagemen t , usin g cases from the Harvard
Busin ess Sc hoo l.
BA 482G Human Behavior in Organizations [3]
An experi mental sem in ar emph as iz in g decision
m aki ng and usin g as subj ect matter: 1) cases from
the Interco ll egiate Case Clea rin g House at
Harvard, and 2) the expe ri ence of the students.
BA 498G Research in Business Administration [3]

CHEMISTRY
C 105G Chemistry for Changing Times [3]
A course designed for those who are cu riou s about
the ro le Chem istry plays in our day-to-day li ves . By
look in g at subjects ranging from vitamins and
cigarettes to sun tan lotio ns and ag in g, students
ca n come to apprec iate w hy sc ience should be·
everybody's business. Lab exper ience in th e
c lassroom and in the kitchen will be an integ ral
part of the course. While there is no prerequisite,
knowledge of hi gh sc hoo l math will be helpful.
C 141G Principles of Chemistry [3]
This is a basic c hemistry course dealing with
fu nd ame ntal principles and laws. Laboratory
exper ience is an integ ral part of th e course.
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C 198G Qualitative Analysis [includes Lab ] [3]
A n intr od uctory course presenting, in a descriptive
way, esse nti al fundamentals of c hem istry, suc h as
nom enc lature, sto ich iometry, ac id-base syste m s,
ox idati on - reduction systems, and chemica l
equ ilibr ia A practical laborato ry - or iented co urse .
Prerequisite: O ne semester of c hem istry or
consent of the in str uctor.
C 221 G Organic Chemistry [includes Lab ] [3]
Bas ic study of the most imp ortant types of carbo n
compou nd s, their preparation, interr elatio ns, and
properties.
C 333G Analytical Chemistry [3]
An in troductio n to the theory and methods of
analy t ica l c hem istry. A number of methods of
ana lysis w ill be treated from t heo retica l and
practical viewpoints. The fundamentals of thermodynam ics w ill be integrated into t he sub ject
matter with in stru m enta l methods emphas ized.
Prerequisite: Basic Chem istry or co nse nt of
in stru ctor.

CR IM IN A L JU ST ICE

CJ 320G, 321G Forensic Chemistry I & II [includes
Lab ] [3] [3]
The use of c hem istry and scientif ic methods in
c rim e in vestigation .

CJ 331G Criminology [3]
Ana lysis of extent and types of cr imin al behavior.
Causative theor ies are exam in ed and related to
renological and rehabilitative programs as they
have been developed hi stor ica lly and operate
today.
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CJ 340G American System of Criminal Justice I [3]
An exam in ation of the origin, concepts, and
syste m of Amer ica n juri sprudence as it app li es to
the ri ghts of t he individu al, the defense, and the
prosecution, from arra ignm ent through appea l.

CJ 341G American System of Criminal Justice II [ 3]
A case study course. A compre hens ive study and
analys is of se lected recent cases of the United
States Supreme Court and the Supreme Co urt of
Florida specif ica lly pertaining to the rights of the
indi v idu al and the duties and responsibilities of
law enforceme nt offica ls.
CJ 343G Civil Liberties [3]
An exam in ation of the liberties and rights
guaranteed to the individu al by law and by custom
and the relations hip of these indi v idu al liberties
and rights to t he cr imin al justice system and
procedures.

CJ 344G Pretrial Preparation
This course wi ll exam in e and develop the methods
used in the preparatio n of a cr imin al case for tr ial.
Students will learn how to gather, ana lyze and
categor ize facts related to the app li cab le laws, for
t he purpose of determining if the facts are
suff ic ient to susta in a cr imin al c harge.
CJ 345G Trial Techniques [3]
This course is designed to develop sk ill s useful in
the presentation of a case in co urt. Matters studi ed
in c lud e pre limin ary motions, se lectio n of jury,
ope nin g stateme nts, direct and cross examin atio n,
ex hibi ts, objections, expert witnesses, hypothetica l
questions, impeachment, and arg um ents. Prerequisite: Previous courses in law enforce ment or
profess io nal on-the-job exper ience.

CJ 350G Crisis Intervention [3]

I

The use of crisis therapy, including suicide
prevention . An examination of present concepts of
delinquency, racial behavior, deviancy, and
mental illness . A view of the juvenile offender, the
"teenage hot line," and resources available to local
rehabilitation agencies. Emphasis is on prevention
and rehabilitation. Films, tapes, and outside
speakers as appropriate.

CJ 355G Juvenile Crime [3]
A study of the causes of juvenile crime and some
solutions; theoretical and functional framework
utilized in analyzing the relation ships between the
youthful offender and society.

CJ 365G Capital Punishment [3]
An in-depth study of capital punishment with
emphasis on historical background, present-day
application in the United States, its effect upon
the tenor of justice, and, the impact on the
prosecution, defense, the defendant, the survivors
of the victim , and the community.
CJ 3J7c Criminal Law [3]
The legal aspect of arrest, search and seizure as it
applies to law enforcement. Also, an examination
of the Florida Criminal Code, and how the many
new interpretations of the elements of crimes
affect the police officer.
CJ 370G Traffic Control & Accident Investigation

CJ 357G Drug Abuse Problems and Programs [3]

[3]

The contemporary drug scene from the standpoint
of prevention, education, and rehabilitation as
dealt with by counselors, psychiatrists, clergy,
sociologists, educators, law enforcement personnel, and others . Lectures, guest presentations, and
discussions by working professionals.

This course is designed for all persons interested in
preventing death and destruction on the highway,
with an examination of: the police traffic control
function, se lected provisions of traffic laws,
enforcement tactics, engineering controls, and
accident prevention and investigation.

CJ 360G Correctional and Penal Systems [3]

CJ 375G Private Security and Law Enforcement

A study of organization and functions of
institutions, non-institutional services, and the
correctional rehabilitation of criminal offenders.
Emphasis is on
contemporary philosophy,
methods, and the treatment of adult criminals.

CJ 361G, 362G Modern Correctional Management

, ,;

I

[3] [3]
Designed to provide an examination of basic
correctional management, the techniques of the
past and present, and the current professional
status. Students will develop plans for a model
correctional facility taking present-day laws and
prisoner rights into consideration.

[3]
The relationship between private and industrial
security systems and conventional state and local
law enforcement agencies . An examination of how
private security and personnel activities can
support, assist, and reinforce law enforcement
personnel and vice versa.

CJ 410G, 411G Special Problems in Law Enforcement I & II [3] [3]
Contemporary problems of critical concern to the
police community. Students review and evaluate
factors related to police professionalism, ethics,
community relations, review boards, organized
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crime, police unions, use of force, and anti-police
organizations .

CJ 415G A Comparative Analysis of Law Enforcers
and Law Breakers [3]
(Cops & Robbers) An examination of the police as
an institution both as part of and apart from the
world in which the police operate through an
analysis of the moral and political c laims of those
who enforce and those who break the law.

CJ 420G Advanced Police Administration [3]
Advanced study of contemporary operational
concepts of administration. Students will explore
emerging ideas such as lateral entry, team
po licing, ce ntral staff control, and professionalization.

CJ 430G Police Intelligence Operations [3]
Explores the historical, contemporary, and philosop hi ca l highlights of police intelligence operations. Interrogation, surveillance, and intelligence
record -kee ping are examined with respect to
organ ized crime, labor problems, and dissid ent
groups.

CJ 440G, 441G Budgeting for Law Enforcement
Agencies I & II [3] [3]
An examin ation of bud get processes and methods
of interpreting and usin g data conta ined in incom e
state ments, balance sheets, etc., rece ived from
fiscal offices in city, county, state, and federal law
enforce m ent agencies. The analytical process of
law enforce ment budgeting; constructing costbenefit studies, developing break-eve n analysis
c harts, m ak in g cost-ratio compari so ns, and using
other budget preparation tools.

CJ 450G Community Crime Prevention Programs
[3]
Designed to develop correct planning concepts
invl°lving the community - individual citizens,
neig hborhoods, schools , c hurch es, and service
organizations - in crim e reduction programs based
upon comm unity involvement and cooperation
with local law enforcement, corrections, and
rehabilitative agencies. Programs, standards, and
recommendations will be cons idered as they
pertain to loca l units of government and as
recommended by the President's Task Force on
Community Crime Prevention.

CJ 451 G Computer Management for Law Enforcement [3]
A thorough study of computer management for
modern law enforcement personnel, from the
patrolman through the chain of comma nd; types
of computer systems, storage capabi lity, hardware
and software utility, and computer usage in the
c riminology process; the development and in sta llation of a management information computer
system for more effective law enforcement.

CJ 460G Ethics, Morality and Criminal Justice [3]
This course surveys the development of ethics and
morality from the time of early Biblical records ,
through Hammurabi and his code of eth ics to the
present. Ethi cs, moral s, and attitud es of our
present day society will be examin ed and rel ated
to the total Criminal Justice System.
CJ 498G Research in Criminal Justice [3]
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ECONOMICS

EC 201G The American Economy [3]
A survey of the growth and deve lopment of the
American Economic System. Historical factors, the
rise of mass production, the development of
corporate enterprise, and the position of -the
United States in the world economy.
EC 209G Economic Geography [3]
A comparative geographical survey of major
econom ic activities such as agriculture, forestry,
fishing, mining, manufacturing, and commerce.
Emp hasis is on manufacturing industries and t heir
raw materials.
EC 211G Principles of Economics [Micro] I [3]
EC 212G Principles of Economics [Macro] II [3]
Foundation courses for EC and BA subjects. First
part emp hasizes microeconomic analysis, the
study of markets, the theory of price and resource
all ocatio n, the economics of the firm, government
and the economy, and international econom ic
relationships . Second part emph asizes macroeconomics, introduction to American capitalism,
markets and p rices , national income analysis,
money and banking, and economic growth .

I

rr.
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on ba lance of payments problems and methods of
adjustment. Wor ld financial institutions . and
regional arrangements considered , with specia l
reference to wor ld-wide economic development.
Prerequ isite: EC 211G, 212G.

EC 309G Money and Banking [3]
A study of both private and public sector
institutions and the ir roles in affecting the
economic performance of the Ameri ca n economy
and the well-be in g of the people, with ana lys is of
the international impact of activities and examination of the nature and · use of credit.
EC 321G Labor Economics [3]
The labor force trends in emp loyment, problems of
employment, prob lems of unemployment, wages
and hours , labor unions, labor disputes and
methods of settlement, and the th eory and
practice of coll ective 'bargaining.
EC 327G History of Economic Thought [3]
The d evelopment of economic thought, based
upon reading and in terpretation of standard work s
in economi cs. Prerequ isite: EC 211G, 212G.

K 3OffG Public Finance [3]
Revenues and expenditures of th e federa l, state,
and loca l government. Repercussions of governmental expend iture and taxes upon individuals,
business firms, and the entire economy. Implications of the national debt. Prerequisite: EC 211G,
212G.

EC 331G, 332G Urban Economics I & II [3] [3]
The economic problems of our urban society
which relate to poverty, heal th serv ices, welfare
systems, education, crime and delinquency, and
some of the governmental programs proposed and
in operation to all ev iate these problems. Second
portion deals with team study and research into
city and county governme ntal problems regard in g
urban econom ics.

EC 307G International Trade [3]
A study of principles of international trade land
related commercia l policies. Equ iva lent empHasis

EC 335G Economics of Land Management in
Central Florida [3]
A study of the changes in land use pattern s and
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values in the Central Florida area. An explanation
of the relationships of land management to
environment, population, congestion, and the cost
of serv ices (education, protection, utilities,
welfare, etc .)

EC 336G Economics of Growth in Central Florida
[3]
The impact of accelerated growth on the Central
Florida economy; the problems of providing social
services and transportation and of combating
pollution and institutional lag. Guest presentations
by and discussions with working professionals.
EC 343G Economics of Social Issues II [3]
An examination of topical issues and problems in
American society, such as consumerism, business
monopoly, pollution control, the health care crisis,
and the welfare problem. Exploration from the
economist's viewpoint without the usual emphasis
on models, graphics, or statistics.

EC 422G Comparative Economic Systems [3]
The basic problems faced by all economic
systems, and the special prob lems of authoritarian,
competitive, and mixed economies. Prerequisite:
EC 211G, 212G, or consent of instructor.
EC 498G Research Topics in Economics [3]

EDUCATION
Qualified students may request written permission
from the Director to take graduate courses of
Education for undergraduate credit when needed
for the bachelor's degree.
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ED 100G Contemporary Issues in Education [3]
Ex'amination of the role of schools in today's
society . The causes of current problems, as well as
the suggested alternatives to the present educational structure, are studied .
ED 271G School and Society [3]
(Former ly ED 301G-Sociologica l Foundations of
Education)
An examination of sociological influences on
educational theory and practice; also an examination of the role of the teacher and school in
modern American life.
ED 272G Educational Psychology [3]
(Former ly ED 304G-Psychological Foundations of
Education)
Application of concepts of psychology to chi ldren
and adolescents in school situations . Psychological analysis of the learning process and the
interrelationships between the individual and his
environment. An examination of influences upon
motivation, perception, and behavior of teachers,
students, and administrators.
ED 302G, 303G Early Childhood Education I & II
[3] [3]
The development and growth of the pre-school
and early primary child; the history, philosophy,
achievements, and goals of the teachers and
schools for young children; the presentation and
evaluation of ways in which children learn, and
the materials, faci li ties, content, and facilities
which enhance their learning. Opportunity for
observation of activities is provided.
ED 305G History of Education [3]
A study of the historical development

of
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educationa l thought and practice with im p li cation s for current schoo l ad mini stration, curr iculum , and teaching.

ED 316G Instructional Materials [3]
Se lection, evaluation , and utilization of instru ctional material s. Among such materi als are
traditional and recent c hildren's literatu re, maps,
film s, referen ce books, newspape rs, television
program s, and other aud io-v isua l aid s.
ED 317G Music for Elementary Schools [3]
Bas ic co ncepts, li terature, and proced ures relative
to teac hin g mu sic in the elementary grades.
ED 318G Art for Elementary Schools [3]
Fund amental co ncepts of co lor and design and the
process of teac hin g art in th e elementary grad es.
ED 324G Curriculum and School Organization [3]
A study of curri c ulum p lanning and of sc hool
organi za tion fo r both elementary and seco nd ary
sc hools.
ED 351G Introduction to Special Education [The
Exceptional Child ] [3]
A survey of programs, cu rr ent perspectives, and
profess io nal act iv iti es pertainin g to the education
of exception al c hildren (m enta lly retarded, learn in g disab led , emotionally disturbed, speech handi capped, phys ica ll y disabl ed, soc iall y maladjusted,
blind , deaf, etc.).

J

ED 361G Language Arts for Elementary Schools [3]
Study of language arts prog rams in t he elementary
sc hoo l w ith tec hniqu es of teac hin g handwritin g,
comp os ition , spellin g, listenin g and speaking
ski ll s.

ED 362G Mathematics for Elementary Schools [3]
(F orm erly ED 363G-New Content in Elementary
School Mathematics )
Sets, number systems and operations, and the
procedures for teac hin g mathematics to elementary sc hoo l stud ents.
ED 363G Social Studies for Elementary Schools [3]
(Form erly ED 325G-Soc ial Studi es in the Elementary School)
Students w ill study traditional and rece nt trends in
elem entary soc ial stud ies as w ell as exa min e
m ode rn conte nt, materi als, and eva lu atio n tec hniqu es utili zed in today's schoo ls.
ED 364G Science for Elementary Schools [3]
A stu dy of the major co ncepts in sc ien ce.taug ht in
the elementary sc hoo l and the methods employed
to ac hi eve t he ob jectives of e lementary sc ience .
ED 367G Health and Physical Education for
Elementary Schools [3]
Organiz in g and cond uctin g p hys ic.al edu cation
programs
in
elem entary
sc hool;
in c lud es
prin c ip les of hea lt h edu cation.
ED 369G Children's Literature [3]
An in vestigation of children's literature and its rol e
in the e leme ntary sc hoo l curri cu lum.
ED 402G Studies in Early Childhood Development

[3]
A research of the th eori es of hum an development,
past and prese nt, and how t hey influence t he
ed ucation of today's ch ild . Individual studies will
be m ade of c hildre n ages birth to 6 years to lea rn
to recognize and reco rd how current soc ioeconom ic and physica l environment affect young
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children and the application of existing educational theories .
ED 404G Tests and Measurements [3]
The interpretation and use of evaluative techniques for use in classrooms and schools.
ED 406G Teaching and Learning in Elementary
Schools [3)
Principles and methods of teaching and learning.
For elementary teachers . Preparation for student
teaching
ED 407G Teaching and Learning in Secondary
Schools [3]
Principles and methods of teaching and learning.
For seco nd ary teachers. Preparation for student
teaching .
ED 409G Teaching of Reading [3]
Study of various approaches to teaching perceptiQn, beginning reading, word recognition,
comprehension, and study ski ll s. Current methods
and materials in the field are explored.
ED 410 Individualizing Instruction: Packaging the
Learning Activity [3]
The preparation of learning activities in the
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains for
in dividua li zing instruction; t he study of curriculum gu ides in current use as we ll as the developmental nature of learners. Students are required to
construct seq uential learning packages.
ED 417G Special Methods - Secondary School
Subjects [3]
Selection, eva lu ation, and utilization of instructional materi als. Planning of content and methods
and techn iques of teaching in a special field.
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ED 452G Learning Disabilities Theory [3]
Diagnosis of specific learning or educational
disabilities; evaluation of testing materials; developing a learning disability profile; and curriculum materials used to overcome handicaps.
Prerequisite: ED 351G or equivalent course.

I

(

ED 453G Learning Disabilities: Diagnosis & Program Individualization [3]
The analysis of a chi ld's specific learning disability
and the development of a prescriptive program for
the chi ld . Included will be the development of
teacher-made materials as well as utilization of
commercial materials.
ED 454G Learning Disabilities: Classroom
Management [ 3]
A study of the classroom management of the chi ld
w ith specific lea rning disabilities, to include:
behavior modification , contingency contractin g,
environmenta l changes, grading, fam ily education, and the usage of resources and ancillary
services.
ED 475G Diagnosing Reading Difficulties [3]
Exp lores procedures for diagnosing pupil difficulty
in reading; provides fam ili arity with test instruments designed to locate lack of adequate
techniques and approaches to reading by the
pupil; reviews research bearing on developmental ,
adaptive, and remedia l reading.
ED 476G Reading Programs: Correction, Acceleration, and Adaptive Techniques [3]
Stresses prom ising procedures, techniques , and
materials for correction of reading difficulties
once they have been diagnosed; treats use of
mechanical devices and a variety of reading

materials in the corrective or adaptive process;
provides acquaintance with procedures designed
to increase speed and comprehension in the
mature or advanced reader .
ED 490G Student Teaching - Elementary (6]
(Formerly ED 433G-434G)
Full-term, student experience including campus
classwork, visitations to selected area schools and
full-time teaching experience in local schools
under the direction of a cooperating school
supervising teacher .
ED 491G Student Teaching - Secondary [6]
(Formerly ED 433G-434G)
See course description for ED 490.

ENGLISH
E 101G, 102G English Composition and Literature I
& II [3] [3]
This course is organized: to include a foundation
of the fundamentals of grammar and rhetoric,
particularly as they relate to composition skills; to
provide the opportunity to write, evaluate and
improve composition skills; and to provide a
sound basis for discussing and evaluating
literature.
E 262G Introduction to the Art of Motion Pictures

[3]
The theory and aesthetics of the motion picture
based upon careful viewing of selected motion
pictures and critical analysis of their content and
style.
E 281G, 282G Types of Literature I & II [3] [3]
A critical study of the nature of creative literature

I

and the analysis of four major types: the short
story, the drama, poetry, and the novel. Prerequisite: E 102G. A transitional course between
Freshman English and the upper level English
courses .
E 305G Advanced Composition and Creative
Writing [3]
Extends abilities in written communication beyond
those attained in Freshman English; covers varied
forms and types of written expressipn. Prerequisite: E 102G.
E 306G Language and Linguistics (3]
An introduction to the nature and structure of
language as viewed by modern linguists. Fundamental insights about language are presented by
examining the way linguistic components are
organized to relate meanings and sound
sequences.
E 307G The Contemporary American Novel [3]
A study of selected twentieth-century American
fiction with analysis of primarily short novels.
E 308G Selected Studies in American Literature [3]
Readings in fiction, poetry, drama, and protest
literature from such writers as Thoreau, Melville,
Faulkner, Fitzgerald, Steinbeck, Malcolm X, Sylvia
Plath, Tennessee Williams, Thomas Wolfe, and
others.
E 309G American Women Writers [3]
Critical analysis of works by some of the best
American women writers, including Willa Cather,
Kate Chopin, Emily Dickinson, Carson McCullers,
Katherine Anne Porter, Eudora Welty, Edith
Wharton, and selected contemporary poets.
Although the focus of the course will be literary, it
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will also explore the social and philosophical
implications of the treatment of female characters
by women writers.

E 317G, 318G Shakespeare I & II [3] [3]
A study of Shakespeare's life and the major plays
of the first half of Shakespeare's writing career; a
study of Shakespeare's theatre and the major plays
of the second half of his writing career.
Prerequ isite: E 102G, or consent of instructor .
E 367G Creative Writing [3]
A workshop in fiction, poetry, and drama . The
emphasis is upon the writing process itself, with
cr iticism of the manuscripts submitted . Prerequisite: E 102G.

•

E 369G Creative Reading and Writing [3]
Students wi ll read a lim ited variety of li terary
forms with the puwose of developing creative
ideas about writing . Approx imately every other
week there w ill be a wr iting workshop at which
students wi ll present their own writings for
discussion and critical revi ew.
E 370 20th Century American Novels [3]
Th is course considers novels by major American
writers in the 20th century, starting with the " lost
generation. . writers-Hem in gway, Fitzgera ld,
then through Faulkner and Steinbeck and fina ll y,
Penn Warren.
E 381G Modern European Novel [3]
A study of the development of contemporary
fiction in Europe from such authors as Flaubert,
Tolstoy, Kafka, and others.
E 391G, 392G World Literature I & II [3] [3)
Selected readings in English from the great
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literature of the world. The literature of Greece
and Rome, the Bible, the li terature of the Middle
Ages, and the Renaissance; the literature of the
seve nteenth,
eighteenth,
and
nineteenth
ce nturies. Prerequisite: E 102G .

E 403G, 404G American Literature I & II [3] [3]
A survey of Amer ican literature and thought from
1645 to 1845 and from 1845 to the present.
Lectures will cover the historical and cultura l
backgrounds, and there will be close classroom
analysis and roundtab le discuss ion of the works.
Prerequisite: E 102G.
E 425G Theatre Workshop [Advanced Theatre
Paracticum] [ 6]
Designed to accommodate those who wish to
app ly th is course toward a recency of credit
requirement or toward a bacca laureate degree
requirement. Graduate cred it may be arranged.

GEOGRAPHY

CC 201G World Regional Geography [3]
An introdu ction to the major physical and cu ltural
regions of the world.
CC 302G Geography of the U.S.S.R. [3]
Besides being a study of the physical and cultural
geography of the Soviet Union, this course is
des igned to acquaint the student with the regional
approach to geographic analysis.
CC 311G Physical Geography [3]
Detailed treatment of the physical phenomena of
wor ld geography: soi ls, clim ate, vegetat ion .

GG 321G Geography and World Affairs [3]
An examination of world political and economic
patterns in the light of the natural environments,
cultural differences, and spacial relations. Particular emphasis is placed on the respective roles of
Western, Communist, and uncommitted national
blocks.
GG 382G Conservation of Natural Resources [3]
A survey of natural and human resources followed
by a study of wise and wasteful practices of
utilization of these resources. Recommended for
Social Studies teachers.

GEOLOGY

G 201G Physical Geology [includes Lab] [3]
A detailed analysis of the active geological forces,
suc h as earthquakes, volcanoes, wind, waves,
rivers, and glaciers. Includes a study of the
geomorphic processes and the resulting topography, as well as a study of the physical
properties of common minerals and rocks.
G 202G History of the Earth [includes Lab] [3]
A detailed study of the fundamentals of histori ca l
geology, including age relationship of strata and
characteristic North American fossils, sediments,
and economic resources for eaf h period of the
earth's history, with special emphasis on Florida
stratigraphy. Prerequisite: G 201G.
G 301G Oceanography [includes Lab] [3]
A study of oceanography with special emphasis on ·
seawater composition and circulation, marine
geology, marine biology, and economic resources.
Inc ludes a history of ocean studies, present
development, and the future potentials of the

oceans. A two-day weekend field trip is required.
Prerequi site: G 201G, 202G or consent of
instructor.

G 305G Physical History of the Earth [3]
A detailed review of the active geologic forces to
include earthquakes, volcanoes, rivers, glaciers,
ground water, and wave actions, as well as a
chronological review of the geologic history of the
earth. Special emphasis is on southeastern United
States and Florida physical and historical geology.
Lab exercises involve minerals, rocks and fossils.
G 310G Marine Pollution [Field Trip] [3]
The study of estuaries, lagoons and tidal marshes;
discussion of tides, currents, salinity, temperature,
oxygen and nutrients in pollution problems; major
causes of pollution; preventive and clean-up
measures; and sewerage treatment systems and
ocean outfall.
G 312G Physical Oceanography [includes Lab and
Field Trip] [3]
Advanced subjects related to currents, waves,
tides and tidal currents, air-sea interface, energy
transmission in water, instrumentation and
sensors, data collection and analysis. Prerequisite :
G 301G, some Math and/or Physics recommended.
G 315G Environmental Pollution [3]
Introduction to ecology, as well as studies of
pesticides, air pollution, water pollution, thermal
pollution, noise pollution, solid wastes, and
populations growth problems.
G 320G Environmental Geology [3]
The relation ships between man and his geological
habitat, to include: man's problems in using the
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earth, the impact on the earth from man's use of it,
and the properties of rocks and other surface
deposits as they affect man's activities. Lab and
iocai field trips.

HISTORY

H 227G History of Modern England [3]
The history of Modern England and the evolution
of the Empire and Commonwealth from the
Hanoverian Period to the present.
H 273G History of Black Protest in America [3]
An examination of the historical development in
the U.S. of Black Protest with emphasis on the
impact of the philosophies and activities of
prominent black historical figures.
H 321G, 322G History of Latin America I & II [3]
[3]
A survey of Spanish and Portuguese colonial
systems and institutions with emphasis on their
long-range influences on the Latin American
countries. A study of the growth of the Latin
American republics from the Wars of Independence to the present.

H 331G, 332G Modern European History I & II [3]
[3]
The first course covers the Renaissance to 1914;
the second, 1914 to the present.

H 336G Dictators of Modern Europe [3]
An examination of the phenomenon of authoritarianism in twentieth century Europe through an
understanding of some general concepts of
authoritarianism, its historical manifestations in
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the regimes of Mussolini, Hitler, Franco, and
Stalin, and the implications in our contemporary
world.

H 337G The Makers of Modern Europe: Studies in
Biography [3]
A study of the role of the "great man" in history
and the use of biography, by examining the lives of
prominent Europeans ranging from Martin Luther
to Chatles DeGaulle.
H 341G, 342G History of the United States I & II
[3] [3]
The first course covers the Colonial period to 1865;
the second, 1865 to the__present.
H 343G America in the 20~ Century [3]
A study of major problems in 20th century
America, including World War I, society in the
1920's, The Great Depression and New Deal, World
War II, The McCarthy Era, The Cold War, and The
War in Vietnam. (Formerly H 342)
H 344G American Constitutional Issues [3]
A survey of American Constitutional History by
examining such major constitutional issues as:
Judicial Review: is it Democratic?; The Supreme
Court: enlightened despot?; The Civil War as a
Constitutional Issue; The Constitution a:nd the
Economy; The Warren Court and New Civil
Liberties, etc.
H 345G Revolutionary America [3]
An examination of the events both in the
American colonies and in Britain leading to the
outbreak of the American Revolution . The various
causes of the Revolution will be explored and
evaluated, and the reasons for the American
victory will be discussed.

H 357G, 358G The United States and Latin
America I & II [3] [3]
A survey of the historical development of U.S.
relations with Latin America, emphasiz in g the
goals of national policies, conditions affecting
them, problems of conflict, and areas of common
interests.
H 360G Modern China [3]
A survey of the background of contemporary
China as well as an ana lysis of current Chin ese
problems. Among the hi stor ica l topics some of the
more important will be the impact of Western
imperialism upon Ch in a, the emerge nce of
Ch in ese nationa li sm, the problem of the present,
and the growth of Commun ism.
H 362G American Foreign Policy in the 20th
Century [3]
An exp loration of the development of U.S. foreign
po li cy in the 20th century with emphasis on World
War II and after, cover in g such topics as U.S. Japanese relations prior to 1941; U.S. diplomacy
during the war; and, the Co ld War in Europe and
Asia.

and understanding the sim ilariti es and differences
between that cr isis and our current econom ic
situ ation.

H 381G Imperial Russia [3]
A study of the history of Russia from the fifteenth
century to 1917; designed to give a thorough
background to the historical features of the
Russian nation in order to und erstand more fully
the Soviet Union today.
H 382G U.S.S.R. [3]
An introdu ctory cou rse designed to analyze the
major factors influencing the development of
soc ial, ideological, and political problems in the
Soviet Union. Detailed study of the hi stor ica l and
cu ltural backgrounds, as well as the foreign
policies of the U.S.S.R.
H 383G The Decline of Europe, 1914 to the
Present [3]
This course will be concerned with Europe's loss of
political balance and diplomatic leaders hip sin ce
1914
and
the
conseq uences
of
those
developments.

H 365G Stalin's Purges [3]
This course wil l offer an extended view of one of
history's fasc in ating and bizarre ep isodes, t he
Sov iet purges of the 1930's. Among the topics of
study will be: the purge as a general phenomenon;
the purge as part of the Soviet system; the personal
role of Stalin ; the id entity of the victims and their
"crim es"; the behavior of the victims; and the
impact of the purges upon the Soviet Union .

H 432G War in Modern Society [3]
Concerned with war as a major force in modern
history and its influence on soc ial, economic, and
political conditions, concepts and theories of war,
and the origin and development of the military
profession.

H 380G The Great Depression [3]
A historical review of the great American
depression of the 1930's as a means of compar in g

HU 101G, 102G Genesis of the Modern World I &
II [3] [3]
A study of the interrelationships of social,
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political, intellectual, and artistic events and
achievements of the past with those of today.

GN 101G, 102G Elementary German I & II [3] [3]
GN 201G, 202G Intermediate German I & II [3] [3]

HU 305G Science of Creative Intelligence [3]
An investigation into the nature of creative
intelligence which is the basis of productive
activity, with emphasis on the technique of
transcendental meditation as a means by which
the expression of creative intelligence can be
enhanced.
HU 381G Contemporary Humanities [3]
An investigation of the relationships between
selected philosophical ideas and literature, art,
and music of contemporary society with emphasis
on their relevancy to the individual student.

LANGUAGES & CULTURE

CA 311G Modern China: Society & Culture [3]
An examination of both the Peoples Republic and
the R.O.C. (Taiwan) in the context of traditional
culture, heritage, changes and continuities.
Readings from Western social scientists Lao-tze
and Mao Tse-tung. No knowledge of Chinese
required.
FR 101G, 102G Elementary French I & II [3] [3]
FR 110G Conversational French [3]
A basic conversational French course for beginners. Emphasis will be on understanding and
speaking the language, but the student also will
acquire some knowledge of reading and writing .
No previous knowledge of French required.
FR 201G, 202G Intermediate French I & II [3] [3]
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GN 302G German Literature in Translation [3]
A panoramic view of German literature from the
earliest times to the present. In English translation;
no knowledge of German required.
GN 311G Modern Germany: Its Society & Culture
[3]
An examination of the political, social, economic,
and cultural trends in Germany since Bismarck,
with special emphasis on the Weimar era, the Nazi
period, and conditions in the two Germanies in the
post-war period to the present. Given in English;
no knowledge of German required .

GN 320G Conversational German [3]
Prerequisite: At least one year of German.
RN 110G Conversatio~ al Russian [3]
A course for those ~d have never studied the
Russian Language..-but who wish to acquire a
capability for conversation with native-born
speakers, ability of reading commonly found signs
and announcements, and how to use the
dictionary properly . Russian and English phonetic
text to be utilized with tapes prepared to support
this course. Classroom instruction to be supplemented with drills in the College language
laboratory.
RN 311G Soviet Life & Society [3]
A study of current life and society in the U .S.S. R.
with an interpretation of the dominant literary,
sociological, cultural, economic, and political
factors as depicted in selected publications of
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contemporary authors, government publications,
and the press; examination of the individual
republics and nationalities of the U.S.S.R. No
knowledge of Russian required .

M 100G Introduction to College Mathematics [3]
Designed for student with little or no formal
background in mathematics . Systems of numeration, scales of notation, sets and sub-sets, prime
numbers, structure of real number system.

SH 101G, 102G Elementary Spanish I & II [3] [3]
SH 11 0G Conversational Spanish
SH 201G, 202G Intermediate Spanish I & II [3] [3]
(

I

M 101G Introduction to College Algebra [3]
Sets and subsets; structure of the real number
system; axioms of a field; operations on polynomials and rational expressions; solution of sets
----of linear equations, quadratic equations; relations,
functions and graphs and worded problems .

MATHEMATICS
The course program in mathematics is best
understood in terms of three sequences of course
numbers:
a. 100, 101, 102, 103, 212, 213, 303, 312, 313,
431;
b . 211, 321, 322, 434;
C. 100, 101, 102, 131, 231, 300.
The first provides the mathematical background
essential for advanced physics and engineering
courses; the second sequence includes courses
which a mathematics major should take in
addition to most of those in the first; the third
sequence gives a mathematical introduction to
computer science . The student may take courses
at the same level from different sequences at the
same time and benefit from the fact that they
supplement each other.
A student who has had four years of high school
mathematics recently may be excused from 100,
101, and also 102, if he did well in high school or
passed the general examinations of the CollegeLevel Examination Program .

M 102G College Algebra [3]
Number systems, sets, and functions; linear and
simultaneous equations, inequalities; sequences,
progressions, and the binomial theorem; laws of
exponents and logarithms. Prerequisite: M 101G or
·equivalent.
M 103G Analytic Trigonometry [3]
Trigonometric functions; the unit circle; identities
and graphs; law of sines and law of cosines;
inverse functions;
trigonometric
equations;
vectors and complex numbers; DeMoiver's
Theorem . Prerequisite: M 102G or equivalent.
M 131G Introduction to Data Processing [3]
Designed to provide an appreciation of the use of
computers in the business and scientific communities: the components of electronic computers
and how they function to solve problems and
assist in decision making, the man-machine
interface problems associated with computer
arithmetic, and the use of programming languages
to overcome communication difficulties . (Formerly title, Introduction to Digital Computers .)
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M 200G Cultural Mathematics [3]
Designed to remove the mystery from mathematics. Examines the various branches of mathematics and theii cultuial, scientific and humanistic
importance . Relates mathematics to problem
solving, common sense, the meaning of statistics,
philosophy and human values.
M 211G Analytic Geometry with Vectors and
Matrices [3]
The study of plane and solid analytic geometry
using vectors and matrices . Prerequisite: M 103G
or equivalent.
M 212G, 213G Calculus with_Analytic Geometry I

transformations, inner products, orthogonality.
Prerequisite: M 213G or consent of instructor.

M 304G Algebraic Structures [3]
Number systems, groups, rings, unique factorization domains, fields . Prerequisite : at least two
lower level mathematics courses.

M 312G Intermediate Calculus [3]
Infinite series, partial derivatives, and multiple
integrals with applications. Prerequisite : M 213G
or equivalent.

& II [3] [3]

An integrated course covering some plane analytic
geometry with differential and integral calculus. M
211G is recommended at the same time as 212G or
213G. Prerequisite: M 103G or equivalent.

M 231G Data Processing [3]
Continuation of M 131G in the field of automatic
data processing; lectures and laboratory to provide
student with both theoretical knowledge and
practical experience . Prerequisite: M 131G.
M 300G Boolean Algebra and Its Applications [3]
An intuitive development of the algebra of sets
and of Boolean algebra; symbolic logic and the
algebra of propositions; truth tables; valid
arguments, and indirect proofs; switching algebra;
basic circuits for binary arithmetic computations;
introduction to probability. Prerequisite: M 213G
or consent of instructor.
M 303G Linear Algebra [3]
Vector and vector spaces, simultaneous linear
equations, matrices, and determinants; linear
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M 313G Differential Equations I [3]
The classification, solution, and application of
various equations involving not only variables, but
also the derivatives of these variables . Introduction to advanced methods of solutions. Prerequisite: M 303G and 312G or equivalent.

M 321G, 322G Probability and Statistics I & II [3]
[3]
Elementary probability, models, combinations and
permutations, expectations, variance, sums of
random variables . Includes both discrete and
continuous distributions . Multivariant distributions, sequential sampling, testing by hypothesis,
experimental design and analysis of variance.
Prerequisite: M 213G or consent of instructor.

M 431G Advanced Calculus [3]
Includes the topics covered in M 312G, but with
more depth. Also Fourier series. Prerequisite: M
313G.

MUSIC

MU 116G Music of the Romantic Era [3]
An introduction to the enjoyment of music
through listening to great 19th century romantic
composers. Music of Schubert, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Liszt, Wagner, Tchaikovsky, Grieg, J. Strauss,
and R. Strauss will be heard an studied.
MU 201G The Language of Music [3]
A creative study of the elements of music,
intended for students who have little or no musical
training.
MU 207G Form and Style [3]
Designed to assist the student in listening to music
intelligently and to familiarize him with works of
the great composers . Prerequisite: MU 201G or
· equivalent.
MU 213G American Music - 20th Century [3]
A survey of popular American music, including
jazz, folk, western, rock, and other contemporary
styles.
MU 218, 219G Ragtime to Rock [3] [3]
A survey of American popular music since 1900, in
which attention is given the cultural as well as the
musical background of each movement. The role
of Black influence upon American popular music
will be examined.
MU 301G, 302G The Symphony in Concert [3] [3]
Discussion and analysis of compositions to be
performed by the Florida Symphony Orchestra.
Attendance at Thursday evening performances
with written review required. The remaining
Thursdy evenings on campus spent discussing the

compositions performed on the preceding and
forthcoming concerts.

PHILOSOPHY

PH 203G Introduction to Types of Philosophy [3]
A comparison of several points of view in
philosophy in terms of issues of continuing
importance. Emphasis will be placed upon
methods of unifying individual beliefs.
PH 221G Ethics [3]
A study of various insights into the nature of
wisdom and of goodness and their effectiveness as
guides for human attitudes and actions.
PH 223G Introduction to Logic [3]
A course in the theory of reasoning. Introductions
are provided to both the traditional and modern
approaches.
PH 301G History of Early Western Philosophy [3]
The development of philosophy in ancient Greece.
Special emphasis will be given to concepts which
have molded Western thinking in Democritus,
Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics.
PH 303G History of Modern Philosophy [3]
The development of philosophy from the Renaissance to Hegel. Special attention will be given to
the philosophies of Locke, Berkeley, Hume,
Descartes, Leibniz, and Kant.
PH 305G Philosophy of Education [3]
The application of analytical techniques to various
c lassical and contemporary writings in the
philosophy of education. The role of philosophy in
dealing with educational terms such as "teaching,"
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"education," " relevance," "discipline," "punishment," "indoctrination," etc. , is explored . Acceptable substitute for ED 301G.
PH 309G American Philosophy [3]
A study of philosophical thought in America with
emphasis on the Pragmatists (C.S . Peirce, William
James, and John Dewey) . Some consideration is
also given to Edwards, the Transcendentalists,
Royce, Santayana, and Whitehead .
PH 311G Philosophy of Science [3]
A critical discussion of the presuppositions,
methods, and principal concepts employed in the
sciences.
PH 312G Aesthetics [3]
A study of the philosophical problems of art.
PH 313G Parapsychology [3]
A study of the history and research of parapsycholology and the philosophical implications of
problems pertaining to mind-body, time, the
nature of matter, and free will.
PH 320G Nature, Man, & God [3]
A preliminary examination of those principles
which underlie man's relationship with other men,
his knowledge of the universe, and his conception
of God.
PH 326G Philosophy of Literature [3]
An examination of fictional and nonfictional prose
literature as it reflects and determines social,
political, and religious institutions. Among works
included are those of Sartre, Feuchtwanger, and
Koestler.
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PH 328G Existentialism [3)
A study of the problems and possibilities of
theism , atheism, and humanism from the existentialist perspective. Authors to be read and
discussed will include Kierkegaard, Nietzcshe,
Heidegger, Sartre, Marcel, Unamuno, and
Berdyaev .
PHYSICS
P 101G, 102G Astronomy I & II [3] [3]
A scientific approach to the understanding of
nature through the study of the solar system,
physical characteristics of the stars, and systems of
the stars. Prerequisite: M 101G or equivalent.
P 201G, 202G, General Physics I & II [3) [3)
Designed as introductory courses for science
majors but highly useful for liberal arts students .
Pertain to physics in the modern world. P 201G
includes mechanics, heat, thermodynamics, and
fluids; P 202G follows with electricity, magnetism,
sound, light, and modern physics . (Formerly P
141G, 142G)
P 308G Mechanics [3]
A non-laboratory cou ~ e including Newton's laws
of motion, en ~rgy, gravitation, harmonic oscillations, rigid bodies, elasticity, and wave motion.
Prerequisite: M 313G, College Physics, or consent
of instructor.
P 312G Geometrical Optics [3]
Laws of image formulation, abberation, theory of
stops, ray tracing, and optical instruments.
(Formerly P 311G)
P 313G Physical Optics [3]
Interference, diffraction, absorption, scattering,

dispersion, polarization, and e lectro-optics . (Formerly P 312G)

p 314G Electricity and Magnetism [3)
Review
of
vector
analysis;
electrostatics;
electricity and magnetism developed from experimental laws . Other topics include magnetic field
of steady currents, electromag?etic induction,
plasma physics, and Maxwe ll 's (equations. Problems, discussions, but no laboratory work.
Prerequisite: M 213G and one year of College
Physics.

P 317G, 318G Modern Physics I & II [3) [3)
Review of electricity and magnetism and necessary mathematical concepts; historical basis for
modern physics; X-ray, optical spectra; radioactivity; nuc lear processes; fission particle accelerators; and quantum physics. Prob lems, discussions, but no laboratory work . Prerequisite: M
313G, College Physics, or consent of instructor.
P 322G Vibrations and Sound Waves [3)
The student wil l acquire a physical picture of the
theory of vibration and the propagation of sound
waves. Through a series of examples the student
will study the method of theoretical physics, the
way a theoretica l physicist attacks the problem
and finds its solution. Prerequ isite: Calculus.
P 331G Thermodynamics [3)
A non-laboratory course includ ing thermometry,
equations of state, f irst law, second law, entrophy,
avai lability, cyclic procession and mixtures.
Prerequisite: Col lege Chemistry, College Physics,
and M 313G or consent of instructor.

POLITICAL SCI ENCE

PO 201G Principles of Government [3]
Introduction to governments in the Un ited States:
national , state, and local. Included is a study of
and emphasis on principles and concepts of
political science in the American Democratic
trad ition.
PO 304G Major Issues of Our Times [3)
A forum for the deve lopment of informed attitudes
and opinions, approached through a discussion of
contemporary po litica l problems .
PO 337G Comparative Government [3]
Representative types of po li t ica l institutions in
major nation states are studied. Prerequ isite: PO
201G or consent of instructor.
PO 340G American System of Criminal Justice [3 )
An examination of the origin, concepts, and
systems of Amer ican jurisprudence as it appl ies to
the rights of the individual, the defense, and the
prosecution, from arraignment to appeal.
PO 347G American National Government [3]
A study of the federa l government and its
interstate relationships. Attention to public po licymaking, the interaction of po litical purpose and
parties, the administrative structure, in terest
groups, and effective c itizen participation.
PO 348G State and Local Government [3]
Organization and functioning of state, county, and
municipa l government, with emp has is o n effective
citizen participation. Special attention to evo lv ing
recogn ition and the government and politics of
Florida .
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PO 361G American Foreign Relations [3]
Diplomatic hi story of th e United States from
Colon ial days to the 1960's . Prerequisite: a course
in co ll ege history or government or consent of
in stru c tor .
PO 403G Constitutional Law [3]
This course covers four main areas of Constitutiona l Law: judi c ial rev iew, the separation of
powers, federa li sm , and liberty and authority.
PO 458G International Law [3]
Th e ri ghts, ob li gation s, and relation ships of
national states in th eir intercourse w ith one
another. Prereq ui site: a course in. government or
co nse nt of in structor.
PO 459G, 460G The Developing Nations I & II [3]
[3]
A stud y of t he po li tics, economy, and soc ial
relatio ns in the em ergin g nations and the
in te rrelations betwee n Asia, Africa, and Latin
America. Prereq ui site : a course in government or
co nse nt of in structor.
PO 461G Contemporary Foreign Relations
Problems [3]
A n ex tension of PO 361G to cove r contemporary
prob lems aris in g between the m ajor powers in the
wor ld . Prerequisite : a course in governm ent or
co nse nt of in structor.
PO 498G Research in Political Science [3]

PSYCHOLOGY

PS 201G General Psychology [3]
An in t roductory and syste m atic survey of the fie ld
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of psychology. Designed as a foundation course
for both m ajors and non-majors.

PS 204G Child Development [3]
A study of hum an growth and deve lopment
beginning with pre-natal env ironm ent through
pre-ado lesce nce.
PS 216G Drugs & Behavior [3]
An investigation of the effects of drug usage on
hum an and subhuman behavioral patterns, with
emphasis on three areas: p hysio log ica l res po nses,
psycho logica l and emoti o nal reaction s to drug
usage, and th e growth and m aintenan ce of the
drug subc ul ture.
PS 310G Abnormal Psychology [3]
A study of behavior disorders in re latio n to norm al
behavior and mental hea lth; survey of methods of
c lass ifi cation , diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of psyc hopatho logy . Prerequisite: PS 201G.
PS 315G Behavior Modification [3]
A systematic analysis of the pr in c ipl es of hum an
behav ior and their app li catio n to the modifi cation
of behav ior in the fo ll ow in g settin gs: parents and
c hildren; teachers and stud ents; and individu als
attemptin g to change their own behavior and the
behavior of others.
PS 351G Adolescent Development [3]
A study of growth and development of ado lescents
in the schoo l, the ho me, and t he comm unity .
Prerequisite: PS ~ 01G.
PS 355G Psychology of Race Relations [3]
Designed to asses.s attitud es, prejudice, and bias;
to analyze the lang uage and m ethod s of overt
prejudice; to examine prejudi ce and the media,

poverty and prejudice, and cultural differences; to
deal with perceptions of interp[r, onal situations
involving persons of different cultures, and to
identify attendant cause-and-e\._ feet relationships .

driver characteristics, skills, and training; vehicle
and highway desig_n and defects; effects of fatigue,
alcohol, and drwgs on driving; laws and legal
remedies.

PS 360G Experimental Psychology [3]
Experimental approaches to examining how
humans and animals learn and respond to the
stimuli in their environment. Changes and
modifications in behavior will be demonstrated .

PS 381G Organizational Behavior [3]
A behavioral science survey of organizational
structures, group processes, leadership and
management skills as they relate to problem
solving, decision making, and the process of
change in .the psycho-social system of private and
governmental institutions. Prerequisite: PS 201G .

PS 361G Learning Theories [3]
The contributions of experimental and theoretical
psychology to the problem of learning; antecedents and interpretations of the major theories.
Prerequisite: PS 201G or consent of instructor.
PS 373G Psychology Applied to Business &
Industry [3]
A study of the application of the principles and
methods of psychology to problems in business
and industry, as : personnel selection, training,
supervision , executive leadership and development, attitudes and job satisfactions, and effects
of conditions and methods of work on productivity . Prerequisite: PS 201G.
PS 375G Human Factors in Consumerism [3]
Designed to educate the businessman, teacher,
and layman to the problems of public protection
in the design and manufacture of consumer
products; employs the human factors psychology
approach to current and future trends in product
design, safety, liability, insurance, governmental
standards, consumer product selection, etc.
PS 377G Human Factors in Traffic Safety [3]
Survey of the psychological and social importances of highway safety. Topics include :

PS 395G Techniques of Counseling & Interviewing

[3]
A course designed for people
business, and industry . Surveys the
methods for
counseling
and
situations. Discussion of tests used
vocational fitness.

in teaching,
theories and
interviewing
in estimating

PS 401G Theories of Personality [3]
A study of major theorists' contributions to
personality theory. An evaluation of the current
status and research of each theory is part of the
course content.
PS 408G Social Psychology [3]
A study of behavior in the context of group
processes and social factors. Field experiences
with local social agencies is sampled.
PS 498G Research in Psychology [3]

RELIGION
R 208G Religion in America [3]
The variety of religious experiences and institu-
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tions in the United States will be examined in
re lation to the co lonial, "national," Civil War,
industrializing, and contemporary periods.

R 230G Biblical Literature: Old Testament [3]
Understanding the Old Testament; a study of the
literature, history, and beliefs of the Old
Testament with emphasis on the methods of
Biblical interpretation and meanings for contemo- •
rary man.
R 231G Biblical Literature: New Testament [3]
A study of the content, character, hope, and
promise of the New Testament.

R 350G Religious Responses to Social Issues:
Problems of the Inner City [3]
A study of prob lems of the inn er c ity such as race,
poverty, criminal acts, morals and punishment
from various religious points of view.
R 391G Nature of Mystical Experience [3]
Study in and about mysticism, with students
developing a practice of meditation and keeping a
journal. The characteristics of mystical experience,
disclosed in literature from the East and the West,
will be analyzed from psychological and philosophical points of view.
R 401 G, 402G Contemporary Religious Thought I

& II [3] [3]
R 307G Intimacy and the Future of Marriage [3]
An ana lysis of the pressures on traditional forms of
marriage and a study of alternative forms currently
proposed, including "open," corporate, communal
types. The relevance of theological, ethical and
pragmatic perspectives will be examined and the
psycho log ical and interpersonal components of
viab le love-partnerships explored, in order to aid in
answering the basic question of the course: ought
marriage be re-affirmed, revised or replaced as we
look toward the future?
R331G, 332G History of Religions I & II [3] [3]
An introduction to the major religions of the
world: Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, Shintoism, Zoroastraianism, Judaism,
Christianity, and lslamism. A descriptive, interpretative, and comparative study of religion.
R 335G Jews & Judaism [3]
The Jews - their history, culture, religion, tradition,
philosophy and hopes.
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Present-day problem~ of religion. Communication,
human existence, religion, and the realm of
reason; religion and culture, religion and world
order, encounter of the East and West.

SOCIOLOGY

IC 300G The Problems of Aging [3]
(Disillusion or Joy) An investigation into the
problems and difficulties (which emerge with age;
i.e., retirement arrci deoay; the shift in sexual
behavior; the wife as an _)o utcast; widowhood; the
role of cosmetic surgery; and, wills, trusts and
incompetency. (Social Science or Humanities)
SA 201G Introduction to Anthropology [3]
An introduction to the fiel<;l of anthropology.
Human origins and evolution, the development of
human racial types, and the prehistoric development of human cultures. Particular attention is
paid to the analysis of human behavior in a
cross-cultural context.

SA 202G Introduction to Sociology [3]
The major concepts utilized by sociolog~ts in
analyzing sociocultural behavior; emphasis on
human groups, their structure and functioning,
and the significance of group phenomena for
understanding human behavior.
SA 301G Population [3]
This course will include important contributions of
population analysis and the trends in population
changes to the understanding of society.
SA 308G The Family [3]
The family is analyzed as a basic unit of society in
the United States and in other cultures. Some
attention is given to family disorganization.
SA 313G Evolution of Man & Culture [3]
An examination of man's biological and cultural
past: tracing man biologically back to his originis,
examining the major archaeological finds, sharing
man's cultural rise from hunting to agriculture and
then to urbanized civilization; and, looking at
racial variation, with implications for the future.
(Formerly titled, Human Evolution.)

SA 315G Social Problems [3]
An examination of contemporary social problems,
such as pollution, war, crime, racism, drug
addiction, poverty, sexual deviation, and overpopulation, in an attempt to understand their
nature and their consequences for society.
SA 316G Deviant Behavior [3]
An examination of several types of deviant
behavior with a view toward understanding how
deviance causes changes in our basic institutions.

SA 317G Community Development [3]
The relation of community organization to the
structure of society is considered, including
changes created by technology and planning. ·
SA 318G Urban Sociology [3]
The study of urban life-styles based on an analysis
of the differences between rural, urban, and
suburban patterns of interaction. The city will be
examined in terms of the impact that size,
heterogeneity, and density have had on other
institutional arrangements.
SA 320G Social Change & the Future [3]
An examination of the role of local government,
service agencies, and planning organizations
toward improving the quality of life; how
decisions today affect jobs, family, housing,
transportation, medical care, and schools in
coming years; the future of Central Florida as an
example to demonstrate a rapidly changing
environment.
SA 322G Woman: Society's Revolutionary [3]
A study of the role of women as a dynamic force in
the transformation of contemporary society.
Woman will be viewed as an agent of change from
historical, psychological and sociological perspectives. The course will trace the development of the
role of women from the 19th Century through the
present day and examine possibilities for the
future.
SA 343G Social Stratification [3]
An investigation of the degree of social and
economic inequality in America and the consequences of inequality for working people, migrant
laborers, and the rich. Alternatives and the
chances for greater social and economic equality
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will be considered . . Films, TV tapes and guest
lecturers will be incorporated.

SA 351G Cuiturai Anthropoiogy (3)
A comparative analysis of cultural systems of
pre-literate peoples with specia l focus on the
interrelationships of cu ltural adaptation and
human behavior; the study of language and
culture , kinship, and socia l organization, "primitive" economics, and symbolic expressions of
cu lture (art, folklore, and religion).
SA 352G Comparative Culture Patterns [3]
The variations in culture arising in both primitive
and advanced societies and the resulting impact
on personality.
SA 353G Culture and Personality [3]
Anthropological contributions to an understanding of personality on a cross-cultural basis are
examined. Emphasis is upon the interralationships
of culture, soc iety, and personality. An examination of the influence which human beings have on
their own destiny.
SA 355G Dynamics of Socio-Cultural Change [3]
A survey of basic approaches to sociocu ltural
change (evolutionism, cultural ecology, diffusionism, historical and economic materialism, technological determinism, etc.), and their app li cations
in recent research to tribal and peasant peoples,
and to modern industrial society.
SA 357G Area Studies in Anthropology [3]
A single area of the world is selected for intensive
ana lys is of the people and their cu ltures . Areas
se lected will include, for examp le, Africa, India,
the Carribean, Latin America , etc . May be
repeated for credit.
SA 359G North American Indians [3]
A study of cultures in the North
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American

contin ent in terms of their prehistoric development, initial contact with Euro-American civilization, present problems of acculturation , and the
contemporary American Indian in and nearby
urban settings.

SA 363G Anthropology of Florida [3]
A survey of the development of man in Florida; the
cultura l change of primitive man to include study
and observation of artifacts. Includes · severa l
Saturday field trips to mounds during which
archaeological techniques of excavation will be
applied, and archaeo log ists as guest lecturers with
valuable artifact co ll ections.
SA 364G Central Florida Archaeology [3]
The role of archaeo logy in recent di scoveries
which have enlarged the understanding of man's
natural and cultural history; the techniques of
excavation, classification, and interpretation of
archaeological material from Central Florida
Indi an sites.
SA 402G Development of(SociaL Theory [3]
The development of soci 9 logical theory is traced
from Comte to contemporary thought.
SA 405G Sociology of Religion [3]
The interrelation of religion and culture in various
societies and the relationship between groups of
diverse religious orientations are studied .
SA 498G Research in Sociology [3]

SPEECH

SP 141G Introduction to Radio & Television [3]
A survey of the history and development of radio
and television; broadcasting as an industry and a
soc ial force; comparison of the broadcasting

media with other m edia; and, the influ ence of the
media on current affa irs.

SP 201G Voice and Diction [3]
Designed to improve the speec h of the student as
well as hi s understand in g of the t heory of effective
speec h through ora l drill s and writte n exe rc ises.
Breathing for effective speech, vo ice, articulation,
and standards of pronunciation.
SP 202G Effective Speech [3]
A practical course in the fundamentals of pub li c
speak in g; principles, actua l practice, and constructive c riti c ism. SP 201G is recommended , but
is not required.
SP 212G Oral Interpretations of Literature [3]
Oral re-c reatio n of literatu re for an audi ence, and
principles and practice in compre hension, apprec iation, and sk ill in projecting literary m ateri al of
various k ind s. Prerequisite: SP 202G o r conse nt of
in structor.
SP 305G Elements of Persuasion [3]
Class ica l and co ntemporary theories of persuasion .
Examin in g ethi cs of persuasion , m otivationa l
ana lys is, and non -logical appea ls, plus t he
prepa ration and delivery of various types of
persuasive speec hes. Prerequisite: a fundamental
speec h course or co nse nt of in stru ctor.
SP 322G Advanced Public Speaking [3]
Advanced study and practice of the various forms
of pub li c address emp loy in g organization and
delivery . Prerequisite: SP 202G or conse nt of
in structor.
SP 324G Effective Business Communication [3]
Emphasis placed on rol e-p lay in g, affordin g opportunities to spea k before mock boards, sa les and
stock hold ers meetings; presentin g new propos als
to management; prepar in g and delivering sa les

talks; and practi c in g the art of pe rsuas i ve
speak in g. Students may develop ow n area of
interest.
THEATRE ARTS

TA 101 G Introduction to the Theatre [Theatre
Practicum] [6]
Des igned fo r high sc hoo l and co ll ege students
toward w hi ch six semester hours may be applied to
a Rollins degree or transferable c red it.
TA 121G An Introduction to the Theatre [3]
An analys is of play scr ipts, a survey of contemporary theatrical activity in Ame ri ca and its
orga ni zation and financing . A study of se lected
p lays to determine their stru cture and form and to
form ul ate a basi c approac h t o play-going.
TA 122G History of the Theatre [3]
A su rvey of im porta nt periods in the history of the
theatre from t he Greeks to Ibsen . Both the
development of the drama and the physical
t heatre and methods of production are in c lud ed.
TA 125G The Theatre as an Experience [3 ]
Th is course w ill be based upon plays performed at
the Ann ie Russell Th eatre and so me stud ent
productio ns in the Fred Stone Theatre. Class
lec ture and discussion sess ion s will alternate with
attendance at plays. Students may expect to ga in
an apprec iation of the dramatic and tec hni ca l
aspects of t heatre and an un derstand ing of the
hi storical and cu ltu ral signi f icance of t he p lays.
TA 201G Fundamentals of Play Production [3]
Elements of p lay productio n for the non -profess i ona l : se lecting the p lay, adva nce preparation
for p rodu ction , castin g and rehea rsin g, staffin g the
production, how to deal with costum es, sce nery,
and li ghtin g. Prerequisite: TA 121G or co nse nt of
instructor.
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